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Today, the global ocean takes up about 93% of the excess heat from 
anthropogenic activities1, which dominates the current global radiation 
imbalance2. Owing to the heterogeneity and size of the global ocean it is 
difficult to measure its heat content and mean (global) ocean temper-
ature (MOT) precisely. A large number of sensors are needed to track 
regional changes and derive global trends, as in the Argo float array 
project3. Nevertheless, this system does not yet cover much of the deep 
ocean (depth below 2,000 m), leaving uncertainty in the MOT esti-
mates for the current warming. For changes in MOT before the Argo 
float system started (around ad 2,000), the data basis is much weaker, 
because the observations were much more sparse1. Considering that 
the slow overturning time of the global ocean (centuries to millennia) 
determines the responsiveness of MOT to changing climate, there is 
much interest in reconstructing ocean temperatures before the first 
observations (about ad 1872).

Marine proxies have produced such reconstructions on a variety 
of temporal and spatial scales4–7; however, the different proxies have 
strengths and weaknesses, leading to debate about the interpretation 
of the corresponding data (ref. 4 and references therein). The difficulty 
lies in separating temperature from other effects as well as assessing a 
precise proxy-to-temperature transfer function because of the complex 
biogeochemistry behind these proxies and potential regional as well 
as temporal differences5,8. Although trends in these proxies might be 
representative of the temperature trends, these issues are in particular 
problematic for the absolute accuracy of the corresponding temperature 
scale. The uncertainty of the absolute scale lies in the range4,8 of ±1 °C, 
which poses a major limitation for the determination of the glacial–
interglacial MOT change (about 3 °C)4.

Here we use a proxy for MOT introduced in ref. 9 based on measure-
ments of inert or noble gas mixing ratios (Kr/N2, Xe/N2, Xe/Kr) in ice 
core samples (see Methods and ref. 10 for analytical details). The data 
are used to reconstruct past MOT with unequalled accuracy, taking 
advantage of the following characteristics of the ocean–atmosphere sys-
tem: (1) any heat and gas exchange takes place at the ocean–atmosphere 
interface; (2) there are no essential internal heat sources or sinks in the 

ocean11; (3) there are no essential sources or sinks of the measured 
gases in the combined ocean–atmosphere system; and (4) each gas spe-
cies has a unique and well defined temperature-dependent solubility. 
Therefore, a change in MOT leads to a change of the dissolved noble 
gas inventory in the ocean, which is in turn mirrored by an opposing 
change in the atmosphere without any intrinsic temporal delay or fil-
tering (see detailed discussion in Methods). Because the atmosphere is 
well mixed this method effectively integrates globally. Thus, as opposed 
to marine proxies, the atmospheric noble gas ratio is a purely phys-
ics-driven proxy for the global ocean heat content and MOT9,11.

We analysed 78 ice samples (including ten partial to full sample rejec-
tions; see Methods) from the WAIS Divide ice core that cover the Last 
Glacial Maximum (LGM) to the pre-industrial period. For the period 
22–8 kyr bp (thousands of years before ‘present’, that is, ad 1950)—
which contains the last glacial transition (20–10 kyr bp)—a high tem-
poral resolution of 250 yr on average was obtained. Together with the 
rich information available from the same ice core and the excellent 
age control in this climate archive, our record allows unprecedented 
insights into the interplay between climate and MOT during a period 
of major climate change.

Inferring MOT from noble gases
To derive the atmospheric ratios needed for the MOT reconstruction, 
the raw data has to be corrected for gravitational enrichment and 
thermal fractionation in the firn column12. As in refs 9 and 10, we 
use the measured argon isotope ratio δ40Ar (40Ar/36Ar) to correct the 
elemental ratios for the gravitational fractionation. The correction we 
apply assumes that the firn air column is in full thermal–gravitational 
equilibrium, which might not have been the case, as indicated by the 
difference between the δ86Kr (86Kr/82Kr) and δ40Ar (see Methods). This 
anomaly in δ86Kr is a phenomenon that needs to be investigated fur-
ther; however, it is roughly constant over the entire record, suggesting 
that the potential bias is small on relative changes within the record (but 
might have an effect on the absolute scale of about 0.3 °C—see below 
and Methods for more details).

Little is known about the ocean temperature’s long-term response to climate perturbations owing to limited observations 
and a lack of robust reconstructions. Although most of the anthropogenic heat added to the climate system has been 
taken up by the ocean up until now, its role in a century and beyond is uncertain. Here, using noble gases trapped in 
ice cores, we show that the mean global ocean temperature increased by 2.57 ± 0.24 degrees Celsius over the last glacial 
transition (20,000 to 10,000 years ago). Our reconstruction provides unprecedented precision and temporal resolution 
for the integrated global ocean, in contrast to the depth-, region-, organism- and season-specific estimates provided by 
other methods. We find that the mean global ocean temperature is closely correlated with Antarctic temperature and has 
no lead or lag with atmospheric CO2, thereby confirming the important role of Southern Hemisphere climate in global 
climate trends. We also reveal an enigmatic 700-year warming during the early Younger Dryas period (about 12,000 
years ago) that surpasses estimates of modern ocean heat uptake.
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The thermal fractionation correction is minor at the WAIS Divide 
ice core site owing to high accumulation rates and the gradual surface 
temperature changes13, which limit the temperature differences over 
the length of the firn column to about 1 °C. The effects are, however, not 
negligible (approximately 0.25 °C change in MOT per 1 °C difference). 
Therefore, we correct our data for the thermal fractionation using two 
independent firn column temperature scenarios which represent the 
range of uncertainty of this correction element (see Methods). For our 
analysis below we combine the two scenarios in a Monte Carlo fashion 
to incorporate this uncertainty into our final best-estimate record.

To reconstruct MOT from the palaeo-atmospheric Kr/N2, Xe/N2 and 
Xe/Kr ratios, we use a four-box ocean–atmosphere model based on  
refs 9 and 10 (Fig. 1 and Methods). To account for changes in sea-level 
pressure, ocean volume and salinity, which affect the inventory of soluble  
gases in the ocean, we use the sea-level record of ref. 14. For each gas 
ratio 12,000 Monte Carlo MOT realizations are calculated that incor-
porate analytical uncertainties, uncertainties of the sea-level record, the 
degree of gas saturation, and those related to the applied firn thermal 
correction mentioned above (more details in Methods). We combine 
all realizations (36,000 in total) to a single best-estimate record (Fig. 2, 
red, ‘Mix’). In this way, the obtained uncertainty accounts for incon-
sistencies between the estimated and effective thermal fractionation 
factors, for biases of the single-ratio MOT records (see Methods), as 
well as for all known model and analytical uncertainties. Thus, our 
uncertainty estimate is representative of the relative changes within our 
MOT record. Note that the uncertainty does not account for the poten-
tial bias induced by firn air disequilibrium mentioned above. Figure 3b 
shows a splined version of our best-estimate record with a low cut-off 
frequency so as not to dampen sharp features in our record; however, 
caution is required when interpreting excursions based on single data 
points, such as (for example) around 20 kyr bp.

Glacial–interglacial MOT difference
On the basis of our best-estimate record we determine the MOT change 
from the LGM to the Early Holocene (averaging periods marked by 

grey bars in Fig. 3) to 2.57 ± 0.24 °C (1σ). This is comparable to the 
estimates from marine proxies4 of 3 ± 1 °C. The major contribution 
to the uncertainty estimate originates from a possible change in 
 saturation state of the gases in the ocean. Today, the deep-water masses 
are slightly undersaturated with noble gases with respect to the water 
 temperature15,16. During the LGM this undersaturation could have 
been reduced by about 50%, which would cause a bias in the LGM 
MOT of 0.24 °C in our best-estimate record (see Methods for more 
details). All other sources of uncertainty are of minor or negligible 
importance for this part of the analysis.

Even though MOT changes are related indirectly to average sea 
 surface temperature (ASST) changes, which are in turn related to global 
average surface temperatures (GAST)—both important numbers for 
estimates of Earth system sensitivity8,17–19—it is not straightforward to 
constrain the LGM–Holocene ASST or GAST change from the MOT 
change we derive here. The main deep-water masses such as Antarctic 
Bottom Water (AABW) and North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW)—
which represent today about 55% of the global ocean volume—are ven-
tilated and thermally equilibrated in high-latitude areas20,21 around 60°. 
Therefore, MOT is biased towards the polar regions in its representa-
tion of ASST. Furthermore, multiple lines of evidence suggest that the 
glacial deep water circulation was fundamentally different from today’s, 
with a more stratified ocean and a larger AABW cell at the expense of 
the other water masses22–25. On the one hand, if one considers that 
surface temperature changes are amplified in higher latitudes compared 
to lower latitudes—a well known climate phenomenon known as polar 
amplification—one could argue that our LGM–Holocene MOT change 
represents an upper limit of average SST change. On the other hand, it 
is not clear by how much the changes in ocean circulation have affected 
the relevant areas for global ocean ventilation21.

To explore these different aspects that link ASST and GAST to 
MOT, we evaluated oceanic and atmospheric temperature fields of 

Atmosphere
Today δKr/N2 = δXe/N2 = δXe/Kr = 0‰

LGM δKr/N2 = –1.2‰; δXe/N2 = –3.7‰; δXe/Kr = –2.5‰  

AABW
Today T = –0.9 °C; V = 35%; S = 34.6
LGM T = –2.0 °C; V = 50%; S = 35.8

60° S Equator 60° N

Residual ocean
Today T = 7.5 °C; V = 45%; S = 34.7
LGM T = 5.4 °C; V = 35%; S = 35.9

NADW
T = 2.3 °C; V = 20%; S = 34.9
T = –0.8 °C; V = 15%; S = 36.1

Figure 1 | Schematic of the four-box model used to derive MOT, 
including the modern (‘Today’) and LGM characteristics of the boxes. 
The shape and location of the boxes indicates roughly their zonally 
averaged situation in the modern ocean. Black arrows indicate the 
meridional circulation pattern of the two deep-water masses AABW 
and NADW. White arrows indicate the exchange of noble gases between 
the boxes and the geographical area in which they occur. The modern 
temperatures T, volumes V (as fraction of the total ocean) and salinities 
S (in units of the practical salinity scale, PSS) of AABW and NADW are 
based on ref. 20, while the parameters for the residual ocean are chosen 
such that the budget for the global average ocean (T = 3.53 °C; S = 34.72 
PSS; V = 100%/1.34 × 1018 m3) is closed. The LGM parameters are based 
on the scaling of volume and salinity as well as the constraints from the 
noble gas data (see Methods for more details).
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Figure 2 | MOT records relative to today derived from three different 
atmospheric noble gas ratios and their mixture. The records are based 
on 69 individual ice core samples with a distinct age (WD2014 age scale36), 
and each sample provides a separate value for atmospheric Kr/N2, Xe/
N2 and Xe/Kr (if not subject to rejections; see Methods). Dashed vertical 
lines and labels mark different time periods (B/A, Bølling–Allerød; 
YD, Younger Dryas), as also in Fig. 3. The ‘Mix’ MOT record (red; best 
estimate) is not shifted, whereas the records based on the individual ratios 
are shifted as follows for better visibility: Kr/N2 (orange) by −1 °C, Xe/N2 
(magenta) by −2 °C, Xe/Kr (purple) by −3 °C. Deviations of the individual 
records relative to each other are in Methods. The mean values and their 
error bars (1σ) include all analytical uncertainties and different scenarios 
as described in Methods.
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seven different global climate models (six are part of the Paleoclimate 
Modelling Intercomparison Project 3 (PMIP3)) that provided such 
output for LGM and preindustrial conditions (see Methods). All these 
independent state-of-the-art climate models have different but physi-
cally consistent climatologies for the two climate states, for which rea-
son the model ensemble spread is representative of the uncertainties 
of how MOT, ASST and GAST are linked. The model ensemble ranges 
of the scaling factor for ΔASST/ΔMOT and ΔGAST/ΔMOT are 0.7–
0.9 and 2.0–2.9, respectively. The models generally underestimate the 

LGM–Holocene MOT difference (range 0.9 °C to 2 °C) relative to our 
results. Despite the uncertainties related to these scaling factors, they 
suggest that the LGM–Holocene GAST difference is between 5.1 °C and 
7.5 °C, which is roughly consistent with the estimates of refs 8 and 19, 
but not with the low values of ref. 6 and in particular of ref. 26. Note that 
most of these studies use PMIP climatologies to infer GAST as we do 
here, however, they use surface temperature proxies that are recording 
local climate and are affected by ocean biogeochemistry. Owing to the 
globally integrative and purely physics-driven nature of the MOT proxy 
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Figure 3 | Comparison of our best-estimate 
MOT record with other palaeoclimatic 
records for the last glacial transition. Labels as 
in Fig. 2. The grey bars mark the sections used 
to derive the LGM–Holocene MOT difference. 
a, MOT change rate and corresponding global 
ocean heat flux derived from Monte Carlo 
splining of our best-estimate MOT dataset 
with 600-yr cut-off frequency splines. The 
uncertainty band (dashed lines) represents the 
1σ range of all realized Monte Carlo splines. 
b, The red lines are the splined version of our 
best-estimate MOT dataset (Fig. 2, red) using 
the same splining procedure as in a. Note 
that caution is required when interpreting 
excursions based on single data points, such as 
for example, around 20 kyr bp (also applies  
to a). The light-blue lines are the energy 
anomaly in the total ocean relative to today 
expressed in the same type of spline as for the 
red curve. The left y axis is scaled such that 
the light-blue and red curves overlap as much 
as possible. The remaining small difference 
originates from the different effect of ocean 
volume change on the two parameters. Crosses 
indicate where the actual data points are located. 
The dark-blue lines are the sea-level anomaly 
record of ref. 14 transferred into the latent 
energy put into melting (grounded) ice to create 
the corresponding sea-level change (the LGM 
low corresponds to a sea level 134 m below 
today’s). The splining procedure is the same as 
above, but with a cut-off frequency of 150 yr 
(because of the higher resolution of this record) 
and a 2σ uncertainty band. The latent heat is 
derived by simple scaling of the sea-level data by 
3.45 × 1014 m3 ocean volume change per metre 
of sea level14 and the latent heat coefficient for 
the ice–water transition (thermal expansion 
contribution (about 0.6 m between the LGM and 
the Holocene) can be neglected). c, Antarctic 
temperature reconstruction39. d, 60° N and 60° S 
(roughly where deep waters are formed) mean 
annual insolation anomaly relative to today40, 
which is driven by changes in obliquity  
and is symmetric on both hemispheres.  
e, Greenhouse gas forcing41. f, Reconstructed 
Earth surface temperatures with 1σ uncertainty 
band of Northern Hemisphere (‘NH’, light blue), 
Southern Hemisphere (‘SH’, dark blue), and 
global average (‘Global’, black)6. g, Atmospheric 
CH4 measured at the WAIS divide ice core29. 
h, AMOC proxy 231Pa/230Th from ocean 
sediment core OCE326-GGC5 recalibrated 
with IntCal1330,42. All data are plotted on 
their original age scale if not otherwise noted 
(WD2014 for WAIS data36). Note that the data 
shown in b–f are anomalies relative to today.
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we present here it might be possible to better constrain such estimates 
in the future and narrow down some of the uncertainties related to the 
LGM GAST.

It is interesting to note that since the LGM about the same amount 
of energy has gone into MOT as into melting grounded ice (Fig. 3b). 
This is not contradicting the understanding that most of the current 
anthropogenic warming has been taken up by the ocean even though 
only about 10 cm of sea-level rise (about half of the total rise of 19 cm 
since 1900) is attributed to melting of grounded ice2, whose latent heat 
equivalent is only about 3% of the total energy taken up by the ocean1. 
The response of melting land ice to global warming is very much 
dependent on the geometry/configuration/sensitivity of the global ice 
sheets at a specific point in time27. Therefore, the 1:1 ratio of energy 
going into the ocean and melting grounded ice has to be regarded as an 
average over the whole last glacial transition and cannot be expected 
to hold for the anthropogenic warming. However, as a recent study has 
shown28, including ice melting is important to close also the current 
global energy budget and can provide new insights into the mechanism 
behind recent decadal global temperature variabilities.

Climate–MOT interplay
There is no temporal uncertainty between the MOT and CH4 records 
(Fig. 3g) because they were obtained from trapped air in the same ice 
core. Atmospheric CH4 reacts quickly to changes in the northern and 
tropical regions (within decades) and has been measured with very high 
resolution and precision29. Therefore, it is an excellent time marker for 
the abrupt changes in Northern Hemisphere climate (dashed lines in  
Figs 2 and 3) related to variations in the Atlantic Meridional 
Overturning Circulation (AMOC), that separate the climate periods 
Heinrich Stadial 1 (HS1), the Antarctic Cold Reversal and the Younger 
Dryas from each other30. This allows a precise comparison between 
MOT and the changing climate and ocean circulations that are associ-
ated with the climate periods mentioned above (Fig. 3).

First, the comparison of the inflection points of MOT and abrupt 
changes in the CH4 record shows no lead or lag of MOT relative to 
these events (with the exception of the end of the Younger Dryas; see 
below). In particular for the transition from the HS1 to the Antarctic 
Cold Reversal, the temporal constraints are strong owing to the high 
resolution of both the MOT and the CH4 records. For this event we 
estimate the MOT inflection point to occur at 14,780 ± 390 yr bp. 
This is indistinguishable from the occurrence of the corresponding 
CH4 change at 14,580 ± 80 yr bp. This constrains any possible phase  
shift between CH4/AMOC change and MOT to be within a couple of 
centuries, at least for this point in time.

Second, the trends in the MOT record we present here are strikingly 
similar to those of Antarctic temperature (AAT) during the last glacial 
transition (Fig. 3). AAT and MOT show the same general evolution of 
stable temperatures during the LGM, followed by a moderate warming 
during HS1 (17,690–14,580 yr bp), a cooling during the Antarctic Cold 
Reversal (14,580–12,750 yr bp), a strong warming during the Younger 
Dryas (12,750–11,550 yr bp) before reaching stable Holocene values. 
In fact, the Younger Dryas MOT warming finished about 500 yr before 
the rapid CH4 rise at 11,550 yr bp that marks the end of the Younger 
Dryas. The end of the Younger Dryas is an anomaly to the otherwise 
close relationship of MOT and AAT during the last glacial transition.

During the HS1 period, MOT changes at a rate of 0.67 ± 0.11 mK yr−1, 
which corresponds to an energy uptake by the ocean of 
(3.6 ± 0.52) × 1021 J yr−1 (all errors given in this paragraph are 1σ). 
This is about 30% of what is estimated1 for the ocean heat uptake 
between 1997 and 2015 ((12.4 ± 5.0) × 1021 J yr−1). The Antarctic 
Cold Reversal period is characterized by a statistically significant 
cooling of the global ocean of −0.29 ± 0.13 mK yr−1, which translates 
into an energy loss of (−1.4 ± 0.66) × 1021 J yr−1. The warming from  
12,750 yr bp to 12,050 yr bp (referred to as YD1) within the Younger 
Dryas represents the strongest global ocean warming phase within 
our record. The MOT change rate is 2.5 ± 0.53 mK yr−1 and the 

corresponding energy uptake (13.8 ± 2.9) × 1021 J yr−1. This unprece-
dented natural MOT warming rate is comparable to the strong warming 
since 1997 estimated in ref. 1, but clearly surpasses the estimate therein 
for the multidecadal trend from 1971 to 2005 (see below). The close 
relation between our MOT record and AAT/AMOC changes as well as 
the strong warming during the YD1 are two intriguing features of our 
record and are discussed here in more detail.

The synchronicity of MOT and AAT during the last glacial tran-
sition is somewhat surprising because AAT (and atmospheric CO2) 
seems to lead global averaged surface temperatures (GAST) by several 
centuries6 (Fig. 3f). However, this is not a contradiction because the 
lag of GAST relative to AAT/CO2 is explained by a lag of the Northern 
Hemisphere temperatures (N-GAST) while the Southern Hemisphere 
temperatures (S-GAST) are synchronous with (or even lead) AAT/CO2. 
MOT is a S-GAST-biased parameter owing to the larger volume of the 
ocean ventilated in the Southern Hemisphere20,22, so the synchronicity 
of MOT and AAT/CO2 is consistent with GAST lagging AAT/CO2, as 
found in ref. 6. The general picture arising from this is that MOT, CO2 
and S-GAST are changing synchronously (within the given uncertain-
ties) and N-GAST is lagging during the last glacial transition. With 
the glacial atmospheric CO2 rise attributed to the release of CO2 from 
the Southern Ocean31, this suggests that (at least for this transition) 
the Southern Hemisphere climate was driving the global climate out 
of the glacial period and not the Northern Hemisphere. The similarity 
between AAT/AMOC and MOT could be explained such that only 
the waters ventilated at the high southern latitudes have a net effect 
on MOT. Through the well known AMOC-related meridional surface 
heat transport mechanism known as the bipolar seesaw32, the Southern 
Ocean surface temperatures increase when the AMOC is in a weak state 
and vice versa. These surface temperature changes may have reached 
the southern deep-water formation areas and subsequently changed 
the temperatures of the AABW, which comprises a large portion of the 
global ocean volume. Changes in other regions might not necessarily 
have a net effect on MOT. This simple explanation suggests that the 
current ocean heat uptake could indeed be underestimated or under-
sampled given that AABW forms in the Southern Ocean and fills the 
bottom part of the ocean below 2,000 m, areas which are inadequately 
covered by observation systems such as the Argo floats3.

However, this purely Southern-Ocean-driven explanation for the 
AMOC–MOT relation might be too simplistic. The basic behaviour 
of MOT increase during a weak AMOC and vice versa is seen in two 
model experiments11,33, but it is explained by changes in the low-lat-
itudinal ocean. The change in AMOC affects the heat capacity of the 
low-latitudinal Atlantic, which leads to accumulation of heat in this 
region after a switch from a strong to weak AMOC (such as from LGM 
to HS1) and a release of heat in the opposite case (such as from HS1 to 
the Bølling–Allerød period)33. This mechanism produces very similar 
MOT patterns and rates of change in the experiments of ref. 33 to what 
we find for the HS1 and Bølling–Allerød periods, providing some sup-
port for this underlying mechanism. However, this mechanism is not 
sufficient to explain the MOT pattern and rates of change during the 
Younger Dryas, where we find a much stronger warming in the first 
phase (about 700 yr), followed by temperature stabilization. In fact, this 
pattern is more comparable to what ref. 11 simulate in their AMOC 
disturbance experiments, though the magnitude of change in these 
experiments is quite different. In summary, the relationship between 
AMOC strength and MOT is a consistent feature in the few model 
studies that investigate the tie between these parameters, but neither 
study replicates the temporal pattern or magnitude of MOT change 
observed in this record.

So far we have looked into the ways that changes in AMOC could 
affect MOT. The causality, however, may be flipped: MOT may affect 
the AMOC. As shown in ref. 34, changes in Southern Ocean surface 
heat flux can affect the stability of the AMOC. If southern heat fluxes 
are high, the AMOC is stronger, and vice versa, because a warmer/
colder Southern Ocean is associated with a warmer/colder AABW, 

© 2018 Macmillan Publishers Limited, part of Springer Nature. All rights reserved.
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which reduces/increases the density differences between NADW and 
AABW and, hence, increases the pull/push onto the AMOC. In fact, 
the two causal relations mentioned here (effect of the AMOC onto 
MOT and vice versa) could provide a feedback loop that explains the 
fluctuations of the AMOC characteristic of the glacial periods23:  during 
a weak AMOC state, the Southern Ocean/AABW warms33, which 
decreases the density differences between NADW and AABW, con-
tinuously increasing the ‘pull’ onto the AMOC. Once the ‘pull’ becomes 
too large, the AMOC switches to its strong state, which in turn starts 
cooling AABW, making it again harder for the AMOC to sustain its 
strength as AABW becomes denser again. In other words, the bipolar 
seesaw and the teleconnection between Southern Ocean and AMOC 
together would make up a density oscillator which could—depending 
on the background ocean temperatures or stratification34—be self- 
sustaining and not necessarily triggered by a North Atlantic surface  
perturbation, often thought to be the cause behind the glacial  
AMOC fluctuations. This density oscillator is probably not only 
tempe rature-driven but also involves salinity changes. As outlined in  
ref. 22, Southern Ocean temperatures also affect the sea ice extent and 
the associated effect of brine rejection on the salinity/density of the 
Southern Ocean waters potentially exceeds the temperature effect on 
AABW density by up to a factor of five. The idea described here needs  
thorough testing with ocean models, and does not explain, for example, 
the abruptness of the AMOC changes that are characteristic to these 
AMOC changes in glacial times. However, it provides an alternative to 
the otherwise North-Atlantic-focused explanations for these oscilla-
tions and is in line with the MOT record presented here.

Younger Dryas warming
The strong YD1 MOT warming is a striking element of our record and 
represents a clear anomaly to the otherwise strong link between MOT, 
AAT and AMOC, respectively. The event starts at the same time as the 
corresponding warming events seen in the AAT and GAST records, 
but MOT shows a clearly higher warming rate and reaches its Holocene 
level considerably earlier. The correction of our data for the firn frac-
tionation processes is critical, but neither do the stable isotope data used 
to derive this correction show any inconstancy nor does the uncertainty 
in the thermal correction have enough leverage to explain this event 
(see Methods).

There is an unexpected change in the accumulation rate in the WAIS 
Divide ice core from 12,000 yr bp to 11,600 yr bp35, which could cause 
weakly understood dynamic firn fractionation processes, but this event 
had no effect on the YD1 part of the noble gas record because the air 
was already trapped in the ice before the accumulation event started 
(the uncertainty36 in gas age versus ice age is only ±50 yr). Therefore, 
the YD1 noble gas changes found here seem to be truly atmospheric. 
We cannot exclude the possibility that the ocean circulation pattern 
has shifted rapidly from its potential glacial state22 to its modern state 
during the YD1, which could cause a dampening of the YD1 MOT 
change by up to 0.35 °C (the sum of the Kr and Xe saturation state and 
the AABW volume biases; see Methods) because we currently assume 
a gradual change. There is no evidence that such a change happened 
specifically at this point in time, for which reason we continue with the 
gradual change assumption. Nevertheless, this 22% leverage with which 
to dampen the YD1 MOT event still leaves the YD1 as an extreme event 
in terms of MOT warming.

The YD1 phase is associated with a strong ocean heat uptake of 
1.1 ± 0.23 W m−2 (1σ), but the greenhouse gas forcing is basically 
 stable, the orbital forcing change is negligible, the sea-level record does 
not indicate any major losses of land ice or albedo14 (Fig. 3b), and other 
processes tend rather to a slight negative radiative forcing37. This sug-
gests that the YD1 MOT warming is driven by ocean dynamics rather 
than by radiative forcing changes. The drainage of Lake Agassiz prob-
ably drove the AMOC changes during the Younger Dryas37;  however, 
AMOC-disturbance experiments using intermediate complexity  
climate models either do not reproduce the high MOT warming rate 

of YD1 (1.6 °C in about 700 yr)33, or fail to sustain this high rate over 
the observed period11. This suggests that AMOC changes can explain 
only part of the YD1 MOT warming. In experiments using state-of-
the-art global climate models forced by anthropogenic greenhouse 
gas emissions1, none of the 15 models (individually averaged over all 
realizations) reaches the warming rate of YD1 averaged over 1971–2005 
(35 yr). The mean rate over all models is about a third of the YD1 
warming rate, even though the greenhouse-gas radiative forcing is at 
least ten times stronger than during YD138. In summary, this shows 
that the YD1 MOT warming is challenging the current understanding 
of global ocean temperature regulation and suggests that either current 
climate models generally underestimate the ability of the ocean to take 
up heat, or that climate conditions/drivers during the YD1 have been 
substantially different from the model experiments mentioned here in 
a way that allows much stronger heat uptake. Two ideas about possible  
conditions/drivers behind the YD1 warming are further discussed 
in Methods and are related to the strong insulation in high latitudes 
during YD1 (see Fig. 3d) and an isolated water mass combined with a 
drastic change in the global ocean overturning circulation, respectively.

In summary, the MOT reconstruction for the last glacial transition 
we present here constrains MOT with unprecedented accuracy from a 
novel proxy based on noble gases in the atmosphere. The record pro-
vides unique insights into the energy budget of the currently largest 
energy buffer in the climate system—the ocean—and its interplay with 
changing climate and ocean circulation. The insights we gain here raise 
questions about how the ocean regulates its temperature under vari-
able conditions—a topic very important for future climate change—
but have not yet been studied extensively owing to a lack of long-term 
reconstructions. We describe here the general features of the data and 
possible explanations for them, but further work is needed using global 
climate models to test our hypotheses.

Online Content Methods, along with any additional Extended Data display items and 
Source Data, are available in the online version of the paper; references unique to 
these sections appear only in the online paper.
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MethOdS
Deriving noble gas elemental and isotope ratios from ice cores. The analyti-
cal method we used to analyse the trapped air in the ice samples is described in  
ref. 10. Briefly, about 800 g of ice are melted in an evacuated vacuum vessel and the 
released air is cryo-trapped in a dip tube cooled with liquid helium. In a second 
step, the air is split into two subsamples and from one of them all non-noble gases 
are removed via a Zr/Al getter. Then, each of these two subsamples is analysed sep-
arately on a specific dual-inlet isotope ratio mass spectrometer. The two machines 
provide high-precision deviations (usually expressed in δ-notation) from a stand-
ard, which is in our case the current atmospheric composition. Specifically, the two 
machines provide the following main isotope ratios (mass ratios): δ15N (29N2/28N2), 
δ40Ar (40Ar/36Ar) and δ86Kr (86Kr/82Kr); as well as the following main elemental 
ratios: δAr/N2 (40Ar/28N2), δKr/Ar (84Kr/40Ar) and δXe/Ar (132Xe/40Ar). The ele-
mental ratios of δKr/N2 (84Kr/28N2), δXe/N2 (132Xe/28N2) and δXe/Kr (132Xe/84Kr), 
which are used for the MOT reconstruction, are derived by combining the machine 
elemental ratios accordingly. The isotope ratios are used to correct for gravitational 
and thermal fractionation in the firn column as described in Methods subsection 
‘Inferring atmospheric noble gas ratios from the raw data’.

The dataset presented here was obtained over the course of three measurement 
campaigns in 2014 and 2015. The first campaign applied method 1 described in 
ref. 10 during which 21 samples of the WAIS Divide ice core were analysed. The 
results of two of the samples were fully or partly rejected owing to measurement 
artefacts or artefacts occurring in the bubble-to-clathrate-transition zone (BCTZ) 
of ice cores (see Methods subsection ‘Sample rejection and the data gap from 
4,000–7,500 yr ago’) below). The second and third campaigns applied method 
2 of ref. 10, in which 42 and 15 samples, respectively, from the same core were 
analysed. Six samples of the second campaign were partly or fully rejected for the 
same types of reasons as mentioned above; two rejections were required in the 
third campaign samples.
Sample rejection and the data gap from 4,000–7,500 yr ago. 10 out of the 78 
samples we measured for this study are subject to sample rejections. For 3 of them, 
however, the entire set of data did not have to be rejected (partial rejections). 
Partial rejections can occur when a measurement error occurs after the sample 
splitting10, thus affecting only the corresponding dataset. Another possibility is that 
a minor error only affects the parameters that are most sensitive to it: for example, 
a thermal gradient during the splitting process will affect δAr/N2 the most because 
of its strong thermal diffusion sensitivity43 relative to the precision obtained10. 
Depending on the amplitude of such an error, some parameters might appear 
as outliers, while others do not. It is therefore important to check all parameters 
thoroughly and individually and put them into the context (if possible) of the whole 
record, as done for the example of the BCTZ in ref. 10. For the first case (affecting 
one subsample), we have two such cases where the primary heavy noble gas data 
was lost owing to a failure of the corresponding mass spectrometer. For the second 
case of single parameter outliers, we rejected the data including Xe, but kept the 
remaining parameters. These affected samples could be replaced by measuring a 
neighbouring sample.

The full rejections affect 7 samples, of which one is related to operational errors 
during the measurement procedure and another one to a contaminant in the sam-
ple. These two samples could also be replaced by measuring a neighbouring sample. 
The remaining 5 of these full rejections are related to gas fractionation in the 
BCTZ, which creates a data gap10 in our record from about 4,000–7,500 yr bp 
that can only be filled with measurements from another core. In the BCTZ, gases 
are fractionated due to gas-loss and fractionation processes between the bubbles 
and clathrates occurring in this zone44,45. We identified this zone primarily by 
inconsistencies or outliers in δAr/N2 with respect to δ40Ar (40Ar/36Ar)as seen in 
ref. 44, but we also looked for inconsistencies in all other observed isotope and 
element ratios10. The BCTZ is also known as the brittle ice zone46 because of the 
very brittle behaviour of the ice core and is often reported as such by the drilling 
team. However, the way we observe the BCTZ through the gas measurements does 
not necessarily line up with the observation via the core quality or the appearance/
disappearance of clathrates and bubbles in the ice. The reason is that at the upper 
end of the BCTZ some fractionation has to build up in order to obtain noticeable 
effects from the gas diffusion processes in the extracted air, and at the lower end, 
the gas fractionation can ‘tail’ into the fully clathrated ice zone45. Hence, we expect 
the alterations in the gas record due to the BCTZ which we observe via the gas 
measurements to be shifted downwards in depth compared to the zone defined by 
the core quality and inclusion observations; however, it is not clear to what extent. 
It was a goal of this study and of ref. 10 to identify the BCTZ-affected zone for the 
parameters we obtained.

The top end of the BCTZ-affected zone was found between 922 m and 1,120 m 
depth and the bottom end was found between 1,510 m and 1,572 m depth10, while 
the core quality and inclusion observations find the BCTZ or ‘brittle ice zone’ at 

520–1,310 m depth47,48. This large shift of several hundred meters is surprising 
and has not been observed so far in other gas records; however, it is specific for 
the ice core and the gases we observe here and could also vary between different 
methods for the same gas species. Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that we 
find gas fractionation effects of the BCTZ to affect our data in a depth interval 
that is considerably deeper and slightly narrower than what the ice observations 
suggest.

A further quality control was done by comparing the reconstructed atmospheric 
δ18O (34O2/32O2) values with the record of ref. 49. However, it turned out that this 
control is not very sensitive and did not uncover more outliers than those already 
identified with the parameters mentioned above. Nevertheless, it is important to 
check all these parameters to ensure the consistency of the great wealth of data the 
method provides, because many elements of this complicated method can alter 
the measurement10. The high quality of the record (outside the BCTZ) is probably 
attributable to careful core handling and processing under cold conditions (the 
ice-processing tent in the field was actively cooled to −25 °C)50 and our subsamples 
were kept in a −50 °C freezer whenever possible to prevent outgassing51.
Potential biases in MOT from noble gases in ice core samples. Concentration 
or ratio changes in the most prominent gases in the atmosphere (CO2 and O2) 
are the result of a combination of complex biogeochemical processes reacting 
or adapting to changing climate49,52. Therefore, these well studied gases con-
tain an intrinsic delay and low-pass filtering behaviour with respect to climate 
change that are dependent on the inertia of the underlying mechanisms. In 
contrast, the noble gases analysed in this study are not subject to any biogeo-
chemical process and their atmospheric changes are dependent only on their  
physical transportation in the atmosphere–ocean system. For our application here 
the relevant physical transportation processes are (1) the exchange between ocean 
and atmosphere, (2) the mixing within the atmosphere and (3) the transport from 
the atmosphere into the ice. We discuss these three elements in detail to show 
that they do not create a temporal modulation of the observed noble gases with 
respect to MOT.

All the heat fluxes in and out of the ocean take place at the ocean–atmosphere 
interface. There is no internal heat source in the ocean, and geothermal heating (the 
most potent heat source for the ocean besides the atmosphere/surface) is negligible 
compared to the forcing at the surface11. Hence, if the noble gas transport across 
the ocean–atmosphere interface is following the equilibrium solubility function as 
assumed here, for each joule going in or out of the ocean a corresponding number 
of noble gas molecules gets released from or dissolved in the ocean, respectively. 
Internal mixing of water masses with different temperatures mixes joules and noble 
gases in the same way. Although this would lead to local solubility disequilibrium 
in these mixed waters owing to the nonlinearity in the solubility functions, it does 
not affect the measured atmospheric composition, because this process takes place 
inside the ocean.

The assumption of gas equilibrium is justified because the gas transfer velocity 
between surface ocean and atmosphere of the observed gases lies in the range 
13–16 cm h−1 (3 °C water temperature, 10 m s−1 wind speed)53, which translates 
into an equilibration timescale for these gases of one to two months with a mixed 
layer of 200 m thickness as found in polar regions (shorter equilibration in other 
regions). This is short enough to capture the strong seasonality in the hemispheric 
ocean heat fluxes as evidenced by atmospheric measurements54 of Ar/N2, and is 
also much shorter than the residence time of water parcels in the mixed layer, 
in particular in the Southern Ocean, where gas equilibration is most critical55. 
There is a slight disequilibrium of noble gases in the deep ocean15,16, but this 
does not affect the relatively fast equilibration timescales of the surface ocean. 
However, it has implications for the absolute scale of our proxy, as discussed below 
in Methods subsection ‘Box model to infer MOT’. For these reasons, the ocean–
atmosphere gas exchange does not create any delay or low-pass filtering behaviour  
of atmospheric noble gases with respect to climate change/ocean temperature 
changes in our record. This is also supported by the model simulation of ref. 11, 
which includes physical gas exchange processes and ocean circulations in a three- 
dimensional model. The ocean circulation perturbation experiments done in 
this study do not show any temporal modulation between the modelled ocean  
temperature and atmospheric noble gases.

Mixing within the atmosphere also takes place on timescales of months to a 
year, for which reason the studied gas mixing ratios probably contain geospatial 
differences on seasonal timescales54 comparable to Ar/N2. However, these seasonal 
variations are smoothed in the trapped air in ice core samples because of the low-
pass filtering of the stagnant firn air column through which atmospheric signals 
have to be transported before they are trapped in the ice56. The filter time char-
acteristic for the WAIS Divide ice core varies29 between 20 yr and 50 yr, meaning 
that the trapped air in the ice is an average value over these time periods. This filter 
characteristic is in fact exceptionally low for Antarctic ice core standards and is a 
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result of the high accumulation rate at the site, for which reason the WAIS Divide 
ice core provides excellent temporal resolution capabilities for trapped gas in the 
ice. The firn filtering timescale is much lower than our maximum sampling rate 
of about 110 yr and is also substantially below the 600-yr cut-off frequency that 
we apply in the data splining. For all these reasons the noble gas records presented 
here contain no intrinsic temporal dampening element such as is known to occur 
in other atmospheric gas records and are (within the given uncertainties and the 
current understanding) a direct representation of MOT. There are, however, pro-
cesses that can alter the scaling between noble gases and MOT; these are discussed 
and quantified in Methods subsections ‘Inferring atmospheric noble gas ratios 
from the raw data’ and ‘Box model to infer MOT’.

There does exist a scenario under which our noble gas data would be blind 
to MOT changes: if there were a large portion of the ocean that exchanges heat 
with the atmosphere without exchanging gases. The corresponding water masses 
would be characterized by disequilibrium between temperature and dissolved 
noble gases, with the same magnitude of disequilibrium for all noble gases. Today, 
such waters seem not to exist because all deeper ocean water masses found so 
far contain an amount of noble gases corresponding to their temperature15,16 
(with a tendency to noble gas undersaturation, however, caused by fast cooling 
and not of the same magnitude for all noble gases; see also Methods subsection 
‘Inferring atmospheric noble gas ratios from the raw data’). The glacial ocean 
circulation pattern suggested in ref. 22 could have favoured the production of 
such ‘blind’ water masses during the LGM; however, it is important to note that 
our data would only be affected if these water masses were completely isolated 
from the atmosphere while exchanging heat before sinking into the deep ocean 
(conceivable if there were a gas-impermeable sea ice layer through which heat 
could be conducted, so that the waters underneath would sink into the deep ocean 
without any more atmospheric contact). If the sea ice were only partly or slowly 
permeable for noble gases or the waters had only a very short exposure time 
with the atmosphere (expected if polynyas (areas of open sea surrounded by ice) 
were as important for deep-water formation as they are today57), the ‘blindness’ 
would no longer exist. As soon as a slight exchange of gases occurred, Kr would 
come closer to equilibrium than Xe because of the faster equilibration time of Kr  
(similar concept as behind the fast-cooling effect15). Under such a situation our 
data would show a discrepancy between the MOT signal in δXe/N2 relative to 
δKr/N2 (because we assume constant equilibration over time; see also Methods 
subsection ‘Inferring atmospheric noble gas ratios from the raw data’) and, hence, 
be indicative of such a process (which is not the case). This scenario of 100% 
decoupling for a large portion of the ocean is conceivable under a Snowball 
Earth scenario, but seems very unrealistic and hypothetical for the LGM situa-
tion, because there is no indication that deep waters would form in such a way. 
However, further studies with state-of-the-art climate models are needed to rule 
out these unrealistic but not-yet-excludable effects. Note that if the LGM ocean 
had had such a ‘blind’ water mass, the transition from ‘blind’ to ‘not blind’ would 
have needed to happen immediately because an ‘in between’ state should appear 
as a phase of discrepancy between MOT values from δXe/N2 and δKr/N2 (which 
is not the case).
Inferring atmospheric noble gas ratios from the raw data. The heavy noble gas 
ratios we obtain from the ice core samples are highly fractionated with respect to 
the atmospheric value, mainly owing to gravitational fractionation in the static 
firn air column at the top of an ice sheet, below which the air is trapped in the ice. 
The depth of this firn column changes over time and is influenced by the local 
snow accumulation rate and temperature, among other things58. The effective 
firn air depth at a specific point in time can be ‘measured’ by analysing stable gas 
isotope ratios of N2 (δ15N), Ar (δ40Ar), Kr (δ86Kr) and Xe (δ132Xe). By combining 
these ratios it is also possible to resolve the minor thermal and kinetic fraction-
ation processes that might have occurred59. The conditions required for kinetic 
fractionation to occur—as described in ref. 59 (very low accumulation rate, low 
temperature)—do not apply to the WAIS Divide ice core drill site13,36, for which 
reason this effect is not considered in our calculations and we consider only grav-
itational and thermal fractionation. With the method used in this study we obtain 
the atmospherically stable ratios of δ15N (29N2/28N2), δ40Ar and δ86Kr (86Kr/86Kr) 
with a precision that enables us to resolve the thermal and gravitational fraction-
ation processes adequately10.

In theory—knowing all the air fractionation processes occurring in the firn 
column—the differences between the measured isotope ratios can be used to 
reconstruct the thermal fractionation component using the well known thermal 
diffusivity parameters59,60. Since we have three isotope ratio pairs but only one 
fractionation effect that should affect these values, the system is over-determined 
and we can check whether it is consistent for all possible combinations. However, 
any combination including δ86Kr to determine the thermal component results in 
a temperature difference of 1.5 °C to 2 °C between the top and bottom of the firn 
column (referred to as the ‘firn thermal gradient’) for the LGM and Holocene 

periods, which is unrealistic because of the stable surface temperatures during these 
periods13. About the same constant offset is found during the transition period 
compared to the modelled firn thermal gradients of ref. 36. If δ15N and δ40Ar is 
used, the thermal component is in rough agreement with the expectations through 
the whole record. We have thoroughly tested our method for possible analytical 
artefacts that could fractionate or contaminate δ86Kr, without success. Also, if there 
were such an artefact, we would have corrected for it to a large extent given that we 
reference our ice sample measurements to modern air samples, which are measured 
on the concept of identical treatment10.

To circumvent δ86Kr in a first step, we use an independent scenario of firn 
 thermal gradient based on ref. 36. After applying this scenario to the data we follow 
the approach of ref. 9 and use δ40Ar to obtain the gravitational correction compo-
nent for all other elements. δ40Ar has the smallest analytical uncertainty per mass 
unit—1.5 per meg (that is, 1.5 × 0.001‰) on average—and hence, provides the 
highest possible accuracy for this largest, but well defined, correction factor. The 
isotope data that are corrected using this approach (Extended Data Fig. 1) show  
clearly that δ86Kr is depleted relative to δ15N and δ40Ar (referred to as the ‘Kr  
anomaly’), which is the reason why the firn thermal gradients based on δ86Kr 
mentioned above turn out wrongly. We believe this Kr anomaly is a true signal 
in the trapped ice, probably caused by a firn fractionation mechanism that is  
yet unknown. Further investigations from other sites are needed for a better under-
standing of the mechanism behind it.

The Kr anomaly seems mainly to consist of a fairly constant offset relative to the 
other isotope of −56 per meg without any obvious trends and changes over time 
(Extended Data Fig. 1). This indicates that the underlying mechanism is fairly sta-
ble over time, for which reason we correct the δ86Kr raw data by this average offset. 
If we use the corrected δ86Kr values and compare the firn thermal gradients based 
on the different isotope pairs again, the results are now consistent with each other 
(the gradients involving δ86Kr do now provide realistic and comparable values, as 
do the values based on δ15N and δ40Ar for the whole record period).

Therefore we derived a second scenario for firn thermal gradients based on 
the measured isotopes (including the corrected δ86Kr) by averaging the gradients 
derived from the three possible isotope pairs (see Extended Data Fig. 1b). This 
data-based scenario is independent of the first model-based scenario of ref. 36, 
and together the scenarios represent the uncertainty range associated with the 
thermal-correction component for our study. We account for this uncertainty range 
in our final MOT record by combining the 3,000 Monte Carlo MOT realizations 
of each scenario and propagate this uncertainty element into our final record (see 
more details in Methods subsection ‘Box model to infer MOT’). In general, the 
uncertainty associated with this thermal correction is comparable to the one orig-
inating from the analytical uncertainties. The analytical uncertainties translate 
into about 0.2 °C uncertainty in MOT (see Methods subsection ‘Potential biases 
in noble gases from ice samples as a proxy for MOT’) whereas the effect of the two 
scenarios on our MOT estimate is within about 0.25 °C (corresponding to a 1 °C 
firn thermal gradient difference between the scenarios).

We cannot exclude the possibility that the underlying mechanism of the Kr 
anomaly also affects to some extent the gas ratios we use to reconstruct MOT (δKr/
N2, δXe/N2, δXe/Kr). As seen in Extended Data Fig. 2, the reconstructed atmos-
pheric noble gas ratios are depleted during the Holocene period, which translates 
into an average Holocene MOT of −0.36 °C below present values, as seen in our 
MOT record in the main text (Fig. 2). This Holocene MOT ‘offset’ is more than the 
observed ocean warming since the industrialization1 and, hence, would suggest 
that there was substantial MOT warming already before industrialization. This 
‘offset’, however, could also be an artefact because the mechanism behind the Kr 
anomaly might also deplete δKr/N2, δXe/N2 and δXe/Kr. Since the Kr anomaly seen 
in Extended Data Fig. 1 is fairly constant over time, the effect on δKr/N2, δXe/N2 
and δXe/Kr is also expected to be constant over time, for which reason we argue 
that the mechanism behind the Kr anomaly produces—if any at all—a constant bias 
to our MOT record of perhaps −0.36 °C, but does not change the relative changes 
within our record. Therefore, relative changes, such as the Holocene–LGM MOT 
difference or the MOT trends of the different periods, are not affected by this 
potential bias and represent the effective changes in MOT. However, the readers 
have to be careful in interpreting the absolute values we derive from our records, 
because of the potential bias described here. Nevertheless, we do not apply any 
offset correction to our MOT record, as we do not feel confident to do so at present.

Despite the fact that the conditions at the WAIS Divide site do not fit the con-
ditions required for kinetic fractionation as described in ref. 59, we tested this 
model and interpreted the Kr anomaly as caused by kinetic fractionation and used 
the model to scale the anomaly to the elemental ratios. With this approach, the 
resulting MOT records for the Late Holocene are found to be warmer than today by 
about 0.25 °C and not consistent with each other for the LGM period. Accordingly, 
the mechanism behind our gas fractionation must be somewhat different to kinetic 
fractionation.
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One way to look at the Kr anomaly is that the heavier Kr—and therefore also 
slower diffusing gas in the firn air column—deviates from the lighter N2 and Ar 
isotopes towards a smaller gravitational enrichment. This could be related to the 
relatively fast transformation of the WAIS Divide firn air column, which could 
lead to disequilibrium in the firn air such that the slow diffusing gases would 
not be able to ‘catch up’ with the fast downward advection of the ice matrix. This 
effect would be stronger the more slowly the gases diffuse through the air, which 
is (to first order) related to the weight of the molecule; hence N2 and Ar would be 
less affected than the heavier gases like Kr and Xe. By using the isotopes of a light 
molecule to correct for gravity (δ40Ar in our case) the gravitational component of 
the heavier molecules might be overestimated. This would be consistent with the 
depletion in the reconstructed atmospheric δ86Kr (Extended Data Fig. 1a), and 
potentially also δKr/N2, δXe/N2 and δXe/Kr. If this were the case, however, we 
would expect an even stronger ‘anomaly’ for Xe isotopes (δ132Xe (132Xe/129Xe)) 
than for Kr isotopes (by about a factor of two, based on the diffusivity in air/
total mass). For the data obtained in the last campaign (see Methods subsection 
‘Deriving noble gas elemental and isotope ratios from ice cores’) we changed the 
mass spectrometer method so that we were able to obtain δ132Xe (not shown here), 
though with much worse precision10 than for δ86Kr. The data indicates no anomaly 
for δ132Xe, which is not what we expected, but the data are sparse and further work 
is needed to rule this out.

That a Kr anomaly (or δ86Krexcess) is indicative for disequilibrium effects in the 
firn air column is shown by the firn air transport modelling study of ref. 61. The 
model, however, currently lacks experimental support, for which reason further 
firn air studies at different sites with different firn transformation characteristics 
are needed. For our purposes, such work would also need to include the effects on 
the heavy noble gases (isotopes and mixing ratios), in particular δKr/N2, δXe/N2 
and δXe/Kr. This has the potential to strongly reduce the current uncertainty of 
our MOT data, both on the absolute and relative scale.
Box model to infer MOT. To derive MOT from the heavy noble gas data, a box 
model is used as described in ref. 10. The basic assumption in the model is that N2, 
Kr and Xe are conserved in the ocean–atmosphere system and that these gases are 
in solubility equilibrium between the two reservoirs. Hence, any change in ocean 
temperature changes the well defined equilibrium state of the noble gases. Since 
the solubilities of the individual gases are not equally sensitive to water temperature 
changes, the ocean temperature change leads to a change in atmospheric mixing 
ratio, which can be observed with ice cores. Here, the model is used backwards, 
using the measured atmospheric ratios as input and deriving the corresponding 
MOT by iteration. We use the same solubility functions as used in ref. 15 (which 
uses the solubility function of ref. 62 for N2, of ref. 63 for Kr, and of ref. 64 for Xe) 
with the same 2% correction for the original Xe solubility function.

The first rough validation of this simple box model comes from the work of  
ref. 9, which showed an agreement of MOT derived from their noble gas ratios 
measurements in ice cores with the MOT independently derived from ocean  
sediment core proxies. Furthermore, the simple box model has been tested against 
a climate model with intermediate complexity11 and also showed a negligible 
difference between the two models despite the large complexity difference. The  
same study also confirmed that the only non-surface heat source for the ocean—
geothermal heating—is too small to affect the noble gas–MOT relation noticeably.  
However, in ref. 11 a sea ice gas-exchange effect is also implemented, which 
resulted in different noble-gas-to-MOT relationships from those of the  
non-sea-ice case. From the new noble gas data of this study, we can now conclude 
that their sea-ice effect is overestimated, as the corresponding δXe/N2 scaling 
would suggest an unrealistically low MOT for LGM of at least 4 °C below today 
(our −4‰ value for the LGM is no longer covered by their results).

Owing to the much higher quality of the noble gas data presented in this study, 
smaller effects not considered in ref. 9 can become relevant. Therefore, we imple-
mented and tested different model elements to assess all possible sources of uncer-
tainties within our box model. An overview of the different elements is shown 
in Extended Data Table 1, including the corresponding effects onto the LGM–
Holocene MOT difference. The effects were derived by successively implementing 
the elements from top to bottom of the table.

The most minimalist model consists only of one ocean and one atmosphere 
box and uses only the measured noble gas ratios (δKr/N2, δXe/N2 or δXe/Kr) to 
infer MOT. This model setting suggests the LGM MOT to be roughly −2.0 °C 
colder than the Holocene, which seems too low compared to the −2.5 °C to −3.5 °C 
suggested by sediment core proxies and model studies4,5,7,11. Nevertheless, we can 
assess the uncertainties of our MOT estimate within this minimalist model. The 
only source of uncertainty here is the analytical uncertainty which we propagate 
into the total MOT uncertainty using 3,000 Monte-Carlo simulations (3,000 
 realizations of MOT values while changing the noble gas ratios within their 
 analytical uncertainties). The corresponding MOT uncertainty is on average 

±0.26 °C for δKr/N2, ±0.15 °C for δXe/N2 and ±0.17 °C for δXe/Kr, respectively, 
comparable to what is reported in ref. 10 for the individual methods.

As ref. 9 has already pointed out, sea-level change has an important effect on 
the noble gas distribution in the ocean–atmosphere system owing to the associated 
changes in ocean volume, ocean salinity and sea surface pressure. Salinity and 
sea surface pressure affects the solubility equilibrium state and the ocean volume 
defines the total storage capacity of the ocean. Here we use the sea-level change 
record from ref. 14 to derive these elements. Implementing the sea-level change 
effects increases the LGM–Holocene difference by 0.5 °C, with the largest contri-
bution by the volume effect and the other two effects roughly compensating each 
other (see Extended Data Table 1). The uncertainty of the sea-level change record is 
also propagated into our total MOT uncertainty estimate; however, its contribution 
is below 10% of that of the analytical uncertainty.

The two elements included so far correspond to what has been implemented in 
the previous works already. We now investigate further elements that potentially 
have a considerable effect on our MOT reconstruction. The colder glacial climate 
is known to be drier than the interglacial/modern climate because of its lower water 
content. A lower water content also means a lower total mass of the atmosphere 
and hence, a lower average sea surface pressure. We estimate this effect using the 
current atmospheric H2O concentration of about 2.5% (ref. 65) and a Clausius–
Clapeyron relation of atmospheric H2O concentration and temperature66 while 
taking our MOT differences relative to today to be the effective surface tempera-
ture change. This approach might slightly underestimate the effective change in 
H2O concentration/sea surface pressure because the average surface temperature 
change might have been slightly larger6,67; however, considering the small effect 
on the MOT reconstruction and the uncertainties related to such global surface 
temperature estimates, this approach is justified. For the sake of completeness, we 
implemented a linear change of this effect from the LGM to the beginning of the 
Holocene in our final MOT record.

The majority of the ocean volume gets its temperature and noble gas imprint, 
respectively, in the high latitudes around Antarctica where the largest portion of the 
deep water is formed21. In these regions the average sea surface pressure is slightly 
lower by about 3% compared to the average ocean surface68. We therefore assume a 
time-independent offset of the effective sea surface pressure by 3% to calculate the 
solubility equilibrium state in our box model. This slightly reduces the noble gas 
amounts dissolved in the ocean and causes the noble gas ratios to be less sensitive 
to MOT changes. Hence, this effect requires a slightly lower LGM temperature of 
−0.05 °C to compensate for the reduced sensitivity. Regional sea surface pressure 
changes between glacial and interglacial climate are simulated to be in the range 
of a few hectopascals69, which is one to two orders of magnitude smaller than 
the global sea surface pressure effect from changing sea levels. Therefore we can 
assume this pressure bias to be time-independent.

As shown in refs 15 and 16, deep waters today are slightly undersaturated in 
Kr and Xe with respect to the water temperature. This phenomenon is explained 
by the strong cooling rate these waters experience before they sink into the deep 
ocean, preventing the noble gases from fully equilibrating with the waters before 
they sink15. The observed undersaturation is roughly 2% for Xe and 1.3% for Kr, 
respectively. Owing to the large differences expected in the glacial deep-water cir-
culations compared to today22, it is possible that this undersaturation pattern was 
different for glacial periods. As the general overturning of the deep circulation is 
expected to have been slower, it is likely that the cooling rate was smaller in glacial 
times and, hence, the undersaturation smaller. The most extreme case—where 
noble gases were in full equilibrium in glacial times—leads to unrealistically large 
discrepancies between the MOT derived from the different ratios. The change of 
undersaturation that keeps MOT differences roughly within the allowed uncer-
tainty range is 50% (meaning that Xe undersaturation at LGM could have been 1% 
and Kr accordingly). This causes the LGM temperature derived from the  different 
ratios to be up to 0.4 °C warmer as with a constant undersaturation (Xe/Kr being 
most sensitive followed by Xe/N2, and almost no effect for Kr/N2). Since the effec-
tive change in undersaturation is unknown, we calculate MOT realizations for the 
case with constant undersaturation at all times and a 50% change (linear) over 
the course of the LGM–Holocene transition (17,900–11,550 yr bp) and combine 
the two scenarios for our best-estimate record. This leads to a slight shift of the 
average MOT towards warmer temperatures and an increase in the uncertainty 
range for the earlier part of the record (see also LGM–Holocene MOT change 
estimate below).

AABW and NADW—which together represent more than half of the global 
ocean volume today and probably occupied even more in glacial times22—have 
different characteristics with regard to temperature and salinity (see also Fig. 1). 
Using only one ocean box in our model as done so far implies that the global 
temperature distribution in the ocean was the same as today and that all water 
masses changed their temperature equally. However, AABW is −0.88 °C today20 
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and its cooling potential is only about 1.2 °C before it reaches the freezing point 
of seawater (−2 °C), which is not enough to fulfil the constraints on MOT during 
the LGM from different lines of evidence (the noble gas record provided here,  
and refs 4 and 9). Just from this simple consideration it is obvious that the LGM 
ocean temperature pattern must have been different from today’s. To account for 
this aspect we split the ocean box into three boxes representing AABW, NADW 
and all other waters (RES). We set the temperature, volume and salinity of AABW 
and NADW according to ref. 20 (AABW: −0.88 °C, 35% of total ocean volume, 
34.641 PSS; NADW: 2.3 °C, 20% of total volume, 34.886 PSS) and set the RES ocean 
such that the averaged ocean corresponds to today’s average conditions (3.53 °C, 
1.34 × 1018 m3, 34.72 PSS)70. In a first experiment we change the temperatures of 
the different volumes equally as long as AABW does not reach −2 °C. If this hap-
pens AABW temperature is set to −2 °C (non-freezing) and the remainder of the 
cooling is compensated by the other water masses to equal shares. This requires a 
lower LGM MOT of −0.2 °C owing to the nonlinearity of the solubility functions 
and gives a sense of how strong the effect of a changing temperature distribution 
can be on our MOT reconstruction.

The non-freezing AABW experiment described above follows a somewhat 
artificial path of the ocean temperature/volume distribution. A more realis-
tic scenario is that AABW volume was larger in glacial times, similar to what  
ref. 22 describes. We use a scenario in which AABW during LGM was 40%  
bigger than it is today and shrank linearly over the course of the LGM–Holocene 
transition (17,900–11,550 yr bp) to the current situation found in ref. 20. We 
choose 40% because it roughly compensates the reduced AABW cooling/warm-
ing potential with its change in volume at the expense of the other (warmer) 
water masses. This more realistic (but still arbitrary) scenario halves the effect of 
a change in the temperature distribution on the LGM–Holocene MOT difference  
to −0.1 °C.

We use this three-ocean box model version including all elements and the 
AABW volume change scenario described so far for our MOT reconstructions 
shown in the main text. The analytical uncertainties and uncertainties of the sea-
level change record are propagated to our MOT estimate, creating 3,000 Monte-
Carlo MOT realizations for each data point. The same procedure is done using 
the two firn thermal gradient scenarios and undersaturation scenarios described 
earlier. This results in 12,000 MOT record realizations for each ratio and 36,000 
MOT record realizations in total. Our best-estimate record is derived based on all 
these realizations, which provides an objective representation of all uncertainty 
elements discussed here. For our LGM–Holocene MOT change estimate (see 
averaging periods in Fig. 3) we also make use of all these realizations while we 
interpret the propagated measurement and the sea-level change uncertainties as of 
stochastic nature and treat them as normally distributed uncertainties. However, 
the uncertainty introduced by the Xe (and Kr) undersaturation effect we treat as 
non-stochastic because it represents equally likely scenarios. This source of uncer-
tainty represents the largest contribution to the overall uncertainty and with this 
approach we find a LGM–Holocene MOT difference of 2.57 ± 0.24 °C.

In Extended Data Table 1 we list three more elements that are not included in 
our MOT records, but are discussed here for completeness. As described in ref. 22, 
the glacial ocean circulation might have been characterized by an approximately 
1PSS saltier AABW cell owing to missing fresh water input from melting sea ice 
in the Southern Ocean. As the salt content can be assumed to be conserved in the 
ocean on these timescales, the additional salt in AABW has to be provided by 
NADW and RES. Owing to the salinity dependency of the solubility functions, such 
a salinity redistribution leads to different weights of the differently warm water 
masses in the MOT reconstruction. We tested this effect by a salinity anomaly of 
1PSS applied to our AABW cell (compensated by NADW and RES by equal shares) 
and find a small effect of only −0.02 °C on the LGM MOT estimate.

Another aspect we test is the potential bias caused by a large floating ice shelf. 
Noble gases are basically only dissolving in the liquid phase of the ocean but the 
sea-level change record does not capture the corresponding liquid ocean volume 
change as opposed to ice that is stored on land. We assume an ice shelf with the 
extent of the modern winter sea ice around Antarctica and a thickness of 200 m. 
This seems gigantic, as we do not have any evidence that such a large ice shelf could 
have existed. The effect of such an ice shelf on the LGM MOT estimate would only 
be −0.1 °C and shows that this potential bias is also of minor relevance.

The last row in Extended Data Table 1 shows the effect of the applied 2% cor-
rection of the Xe solubility function compared to the case in which we do not apply 
this correction. Mass conservation of the noble gases in the model means that this 
temperature-independent change in the solubility function of Xe leads to a slight 
change in the MOT sensitivity of the ratios, including Xe (Xe/N2 and Xe/Kr). The 
effect on the LGM MOT estimate, however, would only be 0.04 °C and 0.07 °C, 
respectively, showing that the results presented here are not much affected by this 
existing uncertainty in the Xe solubility. Kr is about a factor of two less soluble in 
sea water than Xe and the solubility function of Kr is better constrained15 than is 

Xe. For these reasons, the effect on the LGM MOT estimate of the uncertainty in 
the Kr solubility function is much smaller than what is shown for Xe in Extended 
Data Table 1 and can therefore be neglected.
Scaling MOT to surface temperatures based on global climate models. MOTs 
are set by surface ocean temperatures, which in turn are related to global surface 
temperatures. The connection between surface and ocean interior temperature 
changes is, however, also dependent on the climatology (polar amplification, ocean 
circulations, location of deep water formation areas, and so on), which is different 
for glacial and interglacial periods. The constraints on the glacial climatology are 
fairly weak and the realization of such climatology within a climate model can be 
very different from model to model. Therefore, we use several independent climate 
models that provide climatology for glacial and interglacial conditions and calcu-
late the scaling factors from MOT to ASST and GAST changes, respectively (see 
ΔASST/ΔMOT and ΔGAST/ΔMOT in Extended Data Table 2).

Such glacial–interglacial climate model experiments are part of the Paleoclimate 
Modelling Intercomparison Project (PMIP), which can be accessed openly via 
one of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP) data nodes. All 
results found in Extended Data Table 2 are based on model output from the 
PMIP3 project (ensemble: r1i1p1; see ref. 71 for more details about the CMIP5/
PMIP3 experiments), with the exception of the Bern3D model results which were 
provided for this study. From the PMIP3 project results, we used the  following 
variables from the LGM and the Pre-industrial Control experiments: (1) global 
averaged sea water potential temperature (thetaoga), (2) seawater potential  
temperature (thetao), and (3) near surface air temperature (tas). Where available, 
we averaged the thetaoga data to derive MOT. If only thetao was available (three- 
dimensional field) we averaged over the time dimension covered by the corre-
sponding dataset (12 months) and then over the space dimension while weighting 
the cell values by the corresponding cell volumes. ASST was calculated by first 
filtering all surface cells in thetao that are covered by more than 50% with sea ice, 
followed by the same temporal and spatial averaging as done for MOT. Therefore, 
our ASST values represent the open ocean surface temperatures excluding the areas 
covered by sea ice, where the heat exchange with the atmosphere is negligible and 
the surface ocean temperature is set to freezing temperature of the corresponding 
water (dependent on salinity). GAST was calculated by averaging the tas fields 
(two-dimensional fields).

The results in Extended Data Table 2 show that the LGM–Holocene MOT dif-
ference varies strongly from model to model mainly owing to discrepancies in the 
LGM values. This shows that the models provide quite different climatologies in 
particular for the LGM conditions. Therefore the range of these model results can 
be interpreted according to how much different climatologies can affect the scaling 
factor between the globally averaged parameters calculated here. The ΔASST/
ΔMOT scaling factor varies from 0.67 to 0.89 with an ensemble average of 0.80. 
The ΔGAST/ΔMOT scaling factor varies from 1.96 to 2.92 with an ensemble 
average of 2.50.

In general, the models underestimate the MOT difference between the LGM 
and the Holocene with an ensemble average of 1.60 °C and a range from 0.92 °C to 
1.95 °C, which raises the question of whether the large spread of the scaling factors 
is correlated to the absolute LGM–Holocene MOT difference and, hence, may con-
tain a bias. However, there is no correlation between the absolute LGM–Holocene 
MOT difference and the scaling factors, for which reason any possible bias in these 
scaling factors is believed to lie within the model spread.
Hypothesis behind the Younger Dryas MOT anomaly. As discussed in the main 
text, our MOT record shows a phase of outstanding strong and fast warming dur-
ing the first half of the Younger Dryas (referred to as YD1). Here we discuss two 
possible underlying mechanisms.

One condition that might underlie the strong MOT warming/heat uptake 
during YD1 could be the strong insolation in high latitudes associated with the 
phase of high obliquity around YD1 (Fig. 3). In the latitudes where deep waters 
are formed, the local annual averaged heat flux was about 1.5 W m−2 higher than 
during the LGM. The additional heat flux could have led to an increased warm-
ing of surface waters near the deep-water formation areas during the summer 
seasons, which would have then been transported into the deep ocean during 
the winter seasons, when deep-water formation mainly occurs. The pattern of 
the YD1 warming, however, is not consistent with the gradual insolation change, 
requiring additional processes at work. For the period before the YD1 warming 
and its abrupt start, the change in AMOC state can provide such an explanation: 
before the YD1 the strong AMOC state pulls the warm waters towards the north, 
preventing warming of the deep (southerly ventilated) ocean. The collapse/weak-
ening of the AMOC at the beginning of the YD1 stopped this northward heat pull 
and, thus, triggers the rapid YD1 warming. But for the end of the YD1 warming, 
which occurs considerably before the end of the Younger Dryas when the AMOC 
accelerates again, the AMOC can no longer explain the observation. Note that these 
orbital-driven heat flux changes are fairly small with regard to the baseline flux of 
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about 234 W m−2 (today). Hence, they might have been only of minor importance 
for the YD1 MOT anomaly.

Another hypothesis that could explain the MOT pattern during the Younger 
Dryas is that a cold, isolated water mass was ventilated during YD1. This water 
mass would have last been ventilated several millennia earlier, for example during 
the cold LGM, and only the push of the Younger Dryas onset (collapse of AMOC30) 
would have brought this cold water up to the surface to equilibrate. The end of YD1 
would then mark the point in time when this water mass was fully ventilated and 
hence this scenario would be able to provide an explanation for the stalled warming 
before the AMOC acceleration. Such a drastic change in ocean ventilation could 
be explained with a switch from a glacial ocean circulation mode to a modern/
interglacial mode as mentioned in the main text. Multiple lines of evidences suggest 
the existence of such different ocean circulation modes22–25, and in the case of the 
shift from interglacial to glacial mode, the ‘MIS 5-4 transition’ at around 70 kyr bp 
has been suggested as such24,25. The YD1 could be the counterpart of the MIS 5-4 
transition, providing a relatively sharp definition of the last glacial period from an 
ocean circulation perspective.
Data availability. All relevant data from the ice samples (noble gas elemental and 
isotope ratios) are provided as Supplementary Data; the corresponding recon-
structed mean ocean temperatures are provided as Source Data for Figs 2 and 3 
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Extended Data Figure 1 | Elements related to the gravitational and 
thermal correction applied to the ice core data. a, Residual of the isotope 
data after correction for gravitational enrichment in the firn based on 
δ40Ar (orange) and modelled firn thermal gradients (b, green36). In 
contrast to δ15N (black), δ86Kr (purple) clearly deviates from the zero line 
by −56 per meg on average, showing that our correction factors for δ86Kr 
are over-estimated (δ40Ar is zero by definition because we use this data for 

the correction). Error bars represent the 1σ analytical uncertainty of our 
method based on repeated measurements of modern air samples10. b, The 
two independent WAIS Divide ice core site firn thermal gradient scenarios 
used in this study. The blue trace represents the scenario derived from our 
isotope data for δ15N, δ40Ar and δ86Kr, while first we corrected δ86Kr by the 
offset seen in a. The green trace represents the model-based scenario and 
originates from ref. 36.
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Extended Data Figure 2 | Raw atmospheric noble gas elemental 
ratios and relative differences between individual MOT records. 
a, Reconstructed atmospheric elemental ratios (orange, δKr/N2; red,  
δXe/N2; purple, δXe/Kr) using δ40Ar to correct for gravitational 
enrichment in the firn, and using the firn thermal gradient scenario  

based on our isotope data (see Extended Data Fig. 1) to correct for thermal 
fractionation. The error bars are 1σ. b, Differences in MOT derived from 
each of the three individual gas ratios relative to the best-estimate (Mix) 
data (compare with Fig. 1; orange, Kr/N2 versus Mix; red, Xe/N2 versus 
Mix; purple, Xe/Kr versus Mix).
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extended data table 1 | effects of box-model elements on the LGM–holocene MOt difference

Sea-level change (SLC) effects are most important, but other effects are also listed. SSP, sea surface pressure. 
*These elements are not considered in our MOT record (see Methods).
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extended data table 2 | Simulated ocean and surface temperatures

PiC, Pre-industrial Control. MOT and ASST are calculated by averaging the potential temperature fields in time and space of the corresponding experiments (see main text), while for ASST the  
sea-ice-covered area was excluded. GAST is calculated by similar averaging of the corresponding air temperature fields. The values denoted with # and * mark the highest and lowest value of the 
corresponding row, respectively. The ‘Ensemble Mean’ column shows the average of the seven models Bern3D, CNRM-C5, CCSM4, FGOALS, MIROC, MPI and MRI summarized in this table.  
The ΔGAST/ΔMOT and ΔASST/ΔMOT scaling factors of the FGOALS model are rejected because the former would suggest an unrealistically cold GAST for the LGM of 11 °C below today’s and because 
both values are outliers with respect to the corresponding values of the other models. Detailed information about the individual models and the output data we used can be found on any publicly 
accessible data server node (such as https://esgf-data.dkrz.de) of the CMIP project.
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